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Creativity through technology
Behind the scenes, one of the biggest game-changers is 
how we’re able to use machine learning (ML) and artificial 
intelligence (AI) to revolutionise media processes. It’s not 
something companies will be able to simply bolt on though, 
and will require a proper restructure for effective use. 
AI has delivered better fraud detection for banks, better 
healthcare diagnosis and beat humans at gaming. For our 
industry, AI and ML could well free up human tasks so 
employees can instead be focussed on driving creativity for 
our clients. 

Alongside this, Out-of-Home (OOH) and particularly Digital 
Out-of-Home (DOOH) will flourish as the technology 
continues to improve and data becomes in an increasingly 
important part of how (effectively) brands reach their 
audiences. Combining both technology and data will 
continually redefine the most strategic elements of a 
campaign; tech will broaden from date, time and location 
to more detailed analytics including weather, social media 
feeds and client first-party data. The potential this holds for 
brands is massive. 

VR and Voice
Consumers too will reap the rewards of the maelstrom of 
technological progress. 

Despite all the debate about which device consumers will 
use to view content, 2018 will be about what they see and 
how they are going to feel. 

Virtual Reality (VR) isn’t exactly new, but it is now 
increasingly being adopted by companies in an attempt 
to engage with consumers. Brands will be eager to create 
new experiences that consumers can enjoy wherever they 
like, whenever they like and however they like - and the FIFA 
World Cup this summer will provide a perfect opportunity. 
Creating powerful and immersive VR experiences will really 
allow consumers to participate with brands and build an 
emotional relationship. 

Talking to your technology - Voice - will become increasingly 
mainstream over the next few months too. Amazon and 
Google’s voice assistants have seen a massive surge in 
popularity, with many consumers using their Echo or Home 
devices to hear the news, play music or check the weather. 
As the devices become smarter and more intuitive – and 
as consumers experiment increasingly with shopping on 
these products – brands will be eager to get a big share of 
the new and growing Voice market. 

Developing a greater sense of trust
Supporting the rise of DOOH will be Programmatic and 
our growing ability to use this process and its underlying 
technology to understand and change consumer habits. 
Programmatic will continue to be the bedrock of display 
and VoD channels, but 2018 may well be the year where it 
finally breaks into the outdoor market.

How we talk about Programmatic will be important too. As 
Programmatic ad spend increases across the board, it’s 
time to begin seeing it as a mindset, not as a channel. 

Last year, Programmatic presented various challenges as 
issues like brand safety and viewability became public 
concerns. It’s up to all of us in the industry to help clean 
the digital ecosystem of rogue activity associated with 
Programmatic; from the targeted data to the media it lands 
on. 

With GDPR around the corner, data has never been more in 
the spotlight. There’s an even greater need to ensure that 
data is not only correct but of excellent quality too. 

Content-driven change
It wasn’t only the established streaming players spending 
big on content in 2017. Less obvious content-developers 
including Apple got involved, investing $1bn into original TV 
shows. 

This competitive explosion in content development looks 
set to escalate significantly this year. Expect to see more 
personalised and dynamic content development; whether 
through social media, on-demand or gaming. 

We also shouldn’t discount live streaming or even 
podcasting, which will become even more important 
marketing tools in the year ahead. 

The relationship between  
brand and agency
Working in such a dynamic industry, agencies have to 
adapt as well. It’s an increasingly commoditised and self-
serve world and agencies need to rethink how they can 
help their clients. Getting ‘under the skin’ of clients and 
acting consultatively to help them tackle their challenges 
will be a continual theme throughout the year. Agencies’ 
relationships with clients need to become less short-
term and transactional, and to be structured more as 
partnerships centred on long-term client objectives. 

This book will give you unique insight into some of the 
biggest trends affecting our industry in 2018. In each 
chapter, our in-house experts will dig beneath the surface 
finding the key media facts and figures you need for the 
year ahead. 

If you’d like to know more about the trends we’ve identified 
and how they may affect your business, please do get in 
touch.

THE BIG  
PICTURE

Hello and welcome to the new 
edition of the MediaCom Trends 
report, looking at the biggest 
drivers of change across the 
industry. 

It’s safe to say that the world is 
changing quickly and no industry 
more so than in media and 
advertising. Whatever way you 
look at it, the pace of change isn’t 
going to decrease and the next few 
months look set to be incredibly 
exciting for MediaCom, our clients 
and the industry as a whole. With 
the power that technology brings, 
we are able to glean more insights 
and deliver even greater results for 
the brands we work with – and that 
should be championed.  

We’ll be discussing many of the 
latest trends in more detail later 
on, but there are few trends I’ve 
picked below which will shape the 
media landscape this year.

Josh Krichefski 
CEO, MediaCom UK
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In the publishing market, whilst traditional 
revenues continue to decline, print brands 
have had to rapidly evolve both their 
digital offering and measurement which 
the industry has embraced collectively 
utilising its combined scale. Firstly, we 
saw the full launch of PAMCo’s (Audience 
Measurement for Publishers) tool in April 
and the successor to NRS specifically built 
for audience measurement in a digital 
world allowing advertisers to understand 
true reach across multiple platforms.  

Secondly the Verified Marketplace which 
is a collaboration between the Newsbrand 
publishing giants News UK, Guardian 
News & Media and The Telegraph Media 
Group created a premium publishers’ 
marketplace for stream video ad inventory 
and a potential audience of over 39.4M 
million unique users.

In Summary
In summary, the market remains strong 
and whilst only touching on a few 
specifics here, change within the industry 
continues at an unprecedented pace as 
advertisers call for more accountability, 
measurement, agility, and application 
of data with media owners across the 
board evolving to meet those challenges.

A LOOK AHEAD 

Whilst Brexit has defined the economic backdrop for the 
past two years and the continuing rhetoric of uncertainty has 
remained omnipresent, the advertising market has showed 
considerable resilience. 

As we head into H2, we are forecasting total market growth 
of 4.8% for the year. Whilst performance oriented digital 
investment will largely drive this, we are still seeing growth in 
traditional media. We expect television broadcast revenues to 
increase by 2% as advertisers continue to realise the long and 
short term value of the media and the power of mass audience 
quality content.

Whilst 2017 brought brand safety to the forefront of 
advertisers’ attention, this has certainly remained widely 
publicised throughout 2018, albeit superseded in the global 
headlines by data breaches and the subsequent highlighting to 
consumers of how their information can be used. This of course 
being even more relevant as we approach May 25th when 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), takes effect.

Therefore, whilst we see continued growth in digital investment 
it is fair to say that in return, media owners will deliver on 
improved 3rd party verification, accountability, and better 
controls for advertisers in order to ensure the safety of their 
brand. Whilst significant work has been done, we continue that 
journey on 2018. 

A year of collaboration 
With the backdrop of digital growth, we are also seeing a far 
more collaborative approach being taken by the traditional 
media owners to promote their own media. For example, the 
Big TV festival which took place in February, hosted jointly 
by Sky, ITV and C4, highlighted the best the medium has to 
offer and the combined commission in research to support 
Broadcaster VoD (see: Thinkbox BVOD is Prime Real Estate).

Growth estimates 
are at 5% despite 

economic uncertainty
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REAL WORLD INSIGHT

Brexit changing mindsets
As 2017 drew to a close, consumers were tightening their 
wallets and bracing themselves for the next 12 months. 
Responding to higher inflation, interest rate hikes and 
economic uncertainty, consumer confidence dropped to its 
lowest level since the Brexit result in November1. 

We’ve already started to see this affect household 
spending, with significantly more consumers seeking out 
special offers and promotions, using discount retailers 
and cutting back spending on entertainment2. This year 
we can expect these spending shifts to continue, and 
in response to this, a consumer mindset that prioritises 
‘little luxuries’ over extravagance. 

We are also seeing a shift in mindsets amongst young 
people. Our Connected Kids report found that young 
people are increasingly worried about their future, with two 
thirds of teens worried about the UK economy and 6 in 10 
worried about the cost of university. While young people 
remain ambitious, 73% agree that being happy is more 
important than earning a high salary, indicating that young 
people are choosing to focus on their personal well-being 
in the face of uncertainty ahead3. 

Brands will need to master this period of uncertainty over 
the next year, providing reassurance and experiences that 
enhance mental and physical well-being. 

Brand activism 
Expectations on brands making 
a positive contribution to society 
and the environment are rising. 
Our research found that 63% of 
consumers agree that brands have 
a responsibility to give back, and 
80% believe that brands have a 
responsibility to minimise their 
environmental impact. Increasingly, 
consumers are making purchase 
decisions based on a brand’s 
behaviour and particularly amongst 
younger generations, with 60% of 
16-24 year olds willing to pay more 
for a brand or product that supports 
a cause that is important to them4.

Consumers will start to 
be more active about 

managing their data and 
controlling their privacy

1  GFK Consumer  
Confidence Index 

2 GroupM EU Tracker 
3  Connected Kids 2017, 
MediaCom  

4  Brand Purpose 2017, 
MediaCom 

5  Mintel Trends 2018 

The recent spotlight on ocean plastic 
highlights the speed at which consumers 
can be spurred to take action, with social 
media giving momentum to causes and 
activism. In 2018, brands have even greater 
opportunities to inspire consumers through 
leading the conversation and educating on 
sustainability and social causes. 

Democratisation of data 
Throughout this year, consumers will 
become more aware of their digital data 
and the power they hold over it. With 
the rise of connected devices, cars and 
smart technology, the volume and value 
of personal data will become ever more 
apparent. At the same time, consumers are 
showing considerable willingness to share 
information if it benefits them. Nearly a 
third of the UK population say they would 
be happy to share their financial data with 
price comparison websites5. We are already 
starting to see this take effect with the 
adoption of open banking. 

This offers opportunities for brands to 
demonstrate tangible benefits and rewards 
for data exchanges. This will lead to 
more variety in the data sources available 
for the research industry, and a richer 
understanding of consumer behaviours. 
Equally, this ever-increasing volume of data 
is creating a greater need for powerful 
human insights to decipher meaning 
and unpick the ‘whys’ around consumer 
behaviour. 
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BUSINESS SCIENCE

Harnessing the Artificial  
Intelligence frenzy
The world is in an Artificial Intelligence frenzy. On one side 
are the cheerful optimists like Mark Zuckerberg who believe 
AI will be a force for good in our future lives. On the other 
side there are the nay-saying warnings of Elon Musk about 
the possible threat AI poses to civilisation. 

The hot debate underscores the fact that AI is already with 
us in a big way. 

Not the Terminator-esque super-computer Skynet kind of 
AI, but rather weak AI (or Machine Learning) designed to 
specifically perform narrow tasks. Netflix is an example 
of how weak AI can support marketing. Netflix employs 
machine learning to recommend new content most 
effectively, continuously refining its suggestions based on 
what consumers have viewed in the past. 

The exponential growth in data, along with rapid 
developments in our ability to automate, collect and 
interpret this information, makes marketing analytics and 
AI natural allies. One of the benefits of this kinship could 
be more immediate marketing measurement. That’s an 
enticing prospect we here at MediaCom are exploring.

A new way to immediate answers  
on media return
For a quarter of a century MMM (marketing mix modelling) 
has been the gold standard evaluation methodology 
of marketing analytics, and it will remain so for the 
foreseeable future. Against its many benefits though is one 
key flaw – the time lag required to report on performance 
that can make it difficult to use in provoking quick 
behaviour change. 

To tackle this problem, we currently have a solution in beta 
that will give planners an early, accurate view of campaign 
success or failure. Appropriately enough it is codenamed 
Project Canary - after the famous canary down a mineshaft. 

Our solution will combine historical MMM insight 
(controlling for underlying factors such as consumer 
confidence) with automated data sources (eg. Google 
Trends) to build an estimation of future media performance 
based on business leading indicators (eg. web visits). It will 
then be able to compare performance versus forecast in 
real-time, allowing us to infer campaign success or failure 
against expectations. 

What makes our solution industry-leading is the 
implementation of machine learning functionality. 

Usually, real time forecasts become less accurate over 
time as underlying factors and market dynamics change. 
In contrast, as our solution collects more data, it learns 
how movements in these different factors influence the 
performance of these leading indicators, thereby evolving 
the accuracy of its forecasting over time.

Supporting balanced decisions  
in real time
The flip side to having more immediate and accurate 
insight is making sure we don’t make knee-jerk decisions. 
Setting out upfront how you will evaluate performance 
against the objectives is a discipline that needs to be stuck 
to, given you can’t make a satisfactory or robust judgement 
on success on one day, or one week’s output. 

Our solution, complimentary to MMM, will enable a more 
informed and consistent approach to our planning that 
works outside of the main modelling debriefs. Looking 
further ahead, we also see an important integration 
with Mediacom’s Budget Allocation tool to provide one 
overarching view on spend recommendations. 

The Rise of the Robots is here already. It is certainly set to 
improve the way we measure the performance of marketing 
communications, but it’s not quite time to call Arnie - yet. 

“What makes our solution industry-leading  
is the implementation of machine  
learning functionality.”

The hot debate 
underscores 

the fact that AI 
is already with 
us in a big way
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AUDIO VISUAL

Three themes in AV have stood out through 2018: collaboration, experience, and evolution.

Let’s play together
We need to level the playing field against digital giants, 
taking advantage of our uniquely safe environment. 

Research shows that TV and cinema complement each 
other, especially when advertisers are setting KPIs 
against brand-building metrics. Exploiting the brand-safe 
environment where consumers watch movies, using 
cinema to drive incremental coverage in collaboration 
with TV, just makes sense. 

It is also important we collaborate within individual 
media channels. That did happen when UK TV 
broadcasters worked together to help strengthen 
Thinkbox’s voice in regards to the Big TV Festival and the 
Broadcaster VOD breakfast, to broadcasters in the UK 

forming alliances with European counterparts who share 
similar content values. 

TV broadcasters must continue to work together to 
combat the global threat from online video streaming 
services. TV is the safest place to advertise, the content 
is the greatest it has ever been, and it still commands 
big audiences. The competition from streaming is a good 
thing. It drives broadcasters to be better and new CEOs 
at ITV and C4 are pushing their businesses to rise to the 
challenge, no doubt making some interesting decisions 
along the way. Whether you’re an HFSS brand, gambling 
client or FMCG, you need brand safety assurances - and 
TV offers that assurance, delivering peace of mind and 
proven ROI to advertisers’ businesses.

TV is the safest place 
to advertise, the 

content is the greatest 
it has ever been, and 
it still commands big 

audiences

It’s all about the experience
This year will be great for consumers. As tech advances 
and production hits stride, viewers will be able to 
experience content with deeper connections. 

Not only is the content being planned truly exciting, this 
year more consumers than ever will improve the quality 
of technology they use to view it. TV screens are getting 
bigger and cinema screens are improving as people seek 
out the best experience. 

Then there is 3D’s bigger brother - Virtual Reality - which 
will further heighten the consumer’s experience, thanks 
to more improved and affordable tech. In the second half 
of this year we will see increased uptake of VR devices. 
These will let advertisers engage with their audiences in 
new and exciting ways, whether it’s at home in front of a 
TV or at 4DX cinema screens. The World Cup seems to 
be an obvious place for this to take off and become a real 
platform to build on. 

Breaking new ground
Sky AdSmart launched in 2013, offering advertisers a 
ground-breaking opportunity and sowing the seeds for 
the evolution of Addressable TV at scale in 2018. Bigger, 
clearer and smarter TVs have started arriving in an 
increasing number of homes, as tablet penetration in the 
UK has flattened for the first time. In fact, in 2017 44% of 
TV series were viewed digitally and, you’ve guessed it, the 
device of choice was the TV set. That’s as much as 71% of 
total content when looking at Broadcaster players (OFCOM 
2017), creating a new opportunity for advertisers. 

Addressable TV means we can use the medium in a very 
different way by offering unique targeting opportunities 
through the main screen. We can now combine linear TV 
(where wastage is still a threat to a brand’s success) with 
addressable online viewing, helping to increase coverage 
and strengthen engagement with audiences in brand-safe 
environments. 

This year, we can celebrate collaboration and enjoy the 
great content being made, and we can enjoy doing so on 
the best screens available to us. 
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BROADCAST SPONSORSHIP 

A broadcast sponsorship is almost always more than just a sponsorship
There was a time when broadcast sponsorships were just 
that - a mix of spots of various lengths leading in and out of 
every break around a programme or strand of shows. They 
would typically deliver excellent value, offer high levels of 
frequency and have the potential to shift several metrics. 

The same principals are still at the core of every 
sponsorship. But these days, whilst the sponsorship is the 
backbone and still the primary reason to do the deal, it 

isn’t the bit which excites. It’s the additional opportunities 
broadcasters build in that really whet the appetite. The 
add-ons can include talent; additional content; data sharing 
opportunities; innovative digital programme extensions or 
formats; licences and product integration. The aim of these 
extras is to offer a more complete, in-depth partnership. In 
many cases they do just that and there are number of great 
examples in the market of these fuller 360o sponsorships. 

The right content 
at the right time 
comes round very 

infrequently

Whilst the sponsorship is the 
backbone and still the primary 
reason to do the deal, it isn’t 

the bit which excites. It’s 
the additional opportunities 
broadcasters build in that 
really whet the appetite

There’s no shame  
in just sponsoring
Whilst for the right programme we 
absolutely promote buying in to 
all the extras, there are still great 
arguments for buying a broadcast 
sponsorship simply for the idents. 
These considerations range from 
offering a cost-effective solution to 
bolster spot campaigns, to providing 
an alternative to a TV spot campaign, 
or guaranteeing an association with 
content loved by your core audience.

Whilst the big ticket sponsorships 
will almost certainly require buying 
all the ancillary elements to secure 
the property, there are often many 
sponsorship opportunities in the 
market to suit a range of budgets and 
audiences. 

Content isn’t always King
Too many brands considering 
broadcast sponsorship focus on 
waiting for the perfect content to 
become available. That can be a 
major barrier to taking the plunge. The 
reality is, the right content at the right 
time comes round very infrequently. 
Even with less-than-perfect content 
there are many ways a broadcast 
sponsorship can work for a brand. It 
can be great for isolating a specific 
audience, for being live in a certain 
daypart of day of week, or for simply 
offering longevity on air and stretching 
a budget.

In 2017 two very interesting research 
studies on broadcast sponsorship 
came to market - Channel 4’s 
‘Sponsorship Rocks’ and Thinkbox’s 
‘Get with the Programmes’. 
Both studies offer fresh insight 
and evidence on why broadcast 
sponsorships can be such an 
effective platform for advertisers. 

The next few months will see several 
new and exciting sponsorships come 
to market. Among the highlights 
will be Great British Bake-off 
opportunities, particularly attractive 
after the programme’s proven-
successful relocation to C4, and of 
course the FIFA World Cup. 
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PUBLISHING

Market innovation in the face of 
revenue challenges
As Facebook and Google continue to grow audience numbers, 
other media have struggled to maintain advertising revenues. 
Print Brands in particular have had to rapidly expand their digital, 
mobile and tablet offerings to plug the gap. As an example, 
despite falling circulations, total revenue for Guardian News and 
Media was up 8% in 2017 vs 2016, and is forecast to rise a 
further 7% this year. 

With the total digital market up 17.3% YoY, publishers are 
exploiting this area in an attempt to stem the dominance of 
Facebook and Google. The Verified Marketplace is a great 
example of this.

The Verified Marketplace is a collaboration between the 
newsbrand publishing giants News UK, Guardian News & Media 
and The Telegraph Media Group. Essentially, it’s a premium 
publishers’ marketplace for out stream video ad inventory.

The Verified Marketplace will be the exclusive place to 
collectively buy desktop and mobile out stream video inventory 
on the Guardian, The Telegraph, The Times, The Sunday Times 
and The Sun – guaranteeing quality content and environments 
for advertisers with a potential audience of over 39.4M million 
unique users. The marketplace will offer out stream video 
inventory via the UnrulyX, a platform owned by News UK.

Clients will be able to access this scaled, premium video 
opportunity through a dedicated Unruly team. It’s even more 
interesting as it offers a real alternative to the dominance of 
Google & Facebook for the first time.

In many cases, social is not the enemy. MailOnline, the biggest 
news site in the world, has social (mostly Facebook) to thank for 
18% of its total digital traffic this year. 

For the Guardian, this figure is 10%. Paradoxically, social 
platforms are both a threat and an opportunity to publishers.

Nonetheless, the market is innovating. April 2018 saw the full 
launch of PAMCo’s (Audience Measurement for Publishers) tool. 
Effectively this is a Joint Industry Currency (JIC) used by both 
agencies and media owners to improve objectivity, transparency 
and accountability in Print Brand planning and buying.

PAMCo is a one-stop data source for audience measurement. It 
amalgamates PAMCo’s own first party data (in-home surveys of 
35,000 panellists across the country, plus 5,000 ‘light’ tracker 
apps that monitor audiences’ mobile use) with third party data 
from industry-leading bodies including IPSOS and ComScore. 
The result is an impartial, data-rich platform covering multiple 
Print Brand platforms (print, desktop, tablet, mobile) allowing for 
improved reach, efficiency and optimised negotiation.

With the total digital 
market up 17.3% YoY, 

publishers are exploiting 
this area in an attempt to 

stem the dominance of 
Facebook and Google

What are the potential benefits?
PAMCo will deliver several benefits:

•  Reach and frequency figures de-duplicated across all 
platforms

•  Daily, weekly and monthly reach data

•  Significantly more online data – new websites and devices 
included

•  Differentiation between news sections (eg. main news, 
travel, sport)

•  Coverage of 90+ brands vs  
28 currently

MediaCom is PAMCo-ready, having appointed a 
dedicated team to oversee the transition and 
ensuring we get the best out of it for our clients. 
Team members are well advanced in shaping how 
the interface best works for planning use and 
trading optimisation and exploring opportunities 
to integrate with programmatic buying. These 
conversations will evolve over the next few months.
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AUDIO

Radio’s run of good health has 
continued into 2018 with industry 
revenue tipped to rise by around 
4%. New technology advances 
and partnerships will help 
audio advertising become more 
personalised. The year will also 
offer exciting World Cup partnership 
opportunities involving audio.

Revenue growth  
will continue
Radio saw some record revenues 
in 2017, with stations at 
100%+ capacity and most major 
sponsorships attracting buyers. 
Brands’ investment in digital audio 
accelerated, a trend that will continue 
into next year supported with plentiful 
opportunities for innovation. The 
market shows no sign of slowing and 
we predict continuing demand for 
both radio and digital audio.

Technology will  
support innovation
Digital audio has seen accelerated 
growth and will continue to, as 
advertisers become increasingly more 
creative. Products like DAX and Xaxis 

audio are continuing to innovate and push 
the boundaries of the technology behind 
developments like Listener Insight ID, 3D 
audio and dynamic creative. As a result, 
the barriers between localisation and 
personalisation continue to fall.

Podcasts are having a massive resurgence 
off the back of the digital audio market 
growth and seem to be the hottest thing 
at present with companies such as DAX, 
Acast and Audioboom leading the way.

The rapid uptake of smart audio devices, 
such as Amazon Echo and Google Home, 
is giving advertisers new platforms in 
homes. The growing online music market - 
which we expect to be worth around £11bn 
by 2020 - is offering exciting opportunities 
for messaging via connected devices. 

The entertainment and media markets 
have been the first to adopt these 
connected technologies and new radio and 
digital partnerships have been emerging. 
For example, Entertainment News recently 
agreed a partnership to serve advertising 
on Amazon Echo, adding additional scale 
to their 10m weekly adult listeners. 

talkSPORT have world cup 
opportunities
Clients will enjoy valuable opportunities 
to be involved with the FIFA World Cup, as 
most partnerships are being sold in the 
radio market. The excitement and interest 
generated by the matches will provide a 
great playground for brands to innovate and 
get involved. 

Digital audio has seen 
accelerated growth 
and will continue to, 

as advertisers become 
increasingly more 

creative

This will be the first major sporting 
event to be broadcast by talkSPORT 
since it was acquired by News Corp 
back in September 2017. Its newly 
combined expertise covering both 
radio and print will help leverage 
innovative integrated cross-media 
strategies for brands.
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OUT-OF-HOME 

Out-of-Home (OOH) is growing
Classic posters continue to be the bedrock of the OOH 
landscape. They’re still delivering national reach through 
broadcast formats such as roadside, bus, rail and 
underground, as well as impact through banners and 
premium digital locations. 

Digital OOH (DOOH) continues to grow throughout the UK. 
We’ve seen more changes to DOOH in the last two years 

than we have in the last decade. It now accounts for 40% 
of revenue thanks to significant investment from media 
owners, and we expect that figure to increase above 42% 
in 2018. Digital OOH now reaches 92% of Londoners each 
week and the DOOH footprint has grown beyond London to 
include major towns and cities throughout the UK. Digital 
impacts are also up by 6% since the last quarter.
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Making data more 
dynamic
Data has become increasingly 
important in all areas of media 
planning. For OOH, there are 
several data sets that we can use 
to activate campaigns (they are 
usually strategically planned around 
date, time, and location). Using 
technology, we can use additional 
data sets to help us deliver dynamic 
and contextually relevant campaigns. 
This includes, but is not limited 
to, weather, location, social media 
feeds and client first party data. By 
doing this, we can make a broadcast 
medium targeted and more relevant 
to our clients’ selected audience. 

Automation and efficient targeting
Programmatic has grown in recent years and people are 
looking at ways to deploy it across media. At MediaCom we 
have a clear vision, which starts with understanding what 
programmatic in Digital OOH means. 

‘The automated method of deploying media and 
creative, where data is utilised to optimise delivery’

OOH will always be one-to-many, and not one-to-one, but 
the time is fast approaching where we can use data and 
Digital OOH to target audiences in the most efficient way 
possible through a broadcast medium, and ensure Digital 
OOH is fully utilised. 

OOH as part of the connected ecosystem
Changing consumer behaviour has led to us to re-think the 
role of OOH, especially given the reach and flexibility it now 
allows. Over 60% of the UK population have a smartphone 
and spend on average 1hr 54 minutes on it each day. As 
a result, we’ve seen 25% of commuters purchasing online 
via their mobile phone, resulting in ‘Commuter Commerce’ 
where 39% of people have shared content they have seen 
while out of the home. This means that the link between 
the online and the offline world is as close as it ever has 
been.

SOURCE: Kinetic forecast

Over 60% of the  
UK population have 
a smartphone and 
spend on average  

1hr 54 minutes on it 
each day
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CONTENT 

The commitment to content is a big deal 
Normally we start with a reminder that at MediaCom, we 
call everything content. So let’s quickly do that again. 
‘Branded content’, ‘content marketing’, even ‘traditional 
advertising’ – it’s all content. Many of the topics featured 
in MediaCom Trends 2018 are content. Events and 
experiential, sport and entertainment, influencer marketing 
– all content.

But for a moment, let’s consider ‘content’ as the longer-
form, branded entertainment type of content. Not the 
60-second TV-ad-that-also-gets-put-on-YouTube type of 
content.

Let’s start with the type of ‘original’ content that Apple, 
Google and Facebook have announced they’re going to 
invest billions in.

This is a big deal. Not to be outdone by one another, each 
company knows the importance of growing their audiences 
and keeping those audiences engaged in their brand. It’s 
not just about getting into telly.

Not that most of the content will be ‘branded’ of course, 
given the likes of YouTube Red are basically ad-free Netflix 
alternatives. But certainly what marketers should take note 
of are the potential opportunities for product integration 
and ad-funded programming on digital channels, especially 
if the commissioning of AFPs within linear TV continues to 
be challenging (though not impossible, as we have shown 
with recent successes for Voltarol and Skoda).

The advantage held by the duopoly of Facebook and Google 
is data. Data will no doubt be used in increasingly complex 
and clever ways to inform the content they commission, not 
least to fill content gaps that their algorithms tell them their 
audiences ‘want’ filled.

“We predict the most interesting 
developments will be in the growth of 
dynamic, relevant and personalised 
content.”

Ephemeral content, live content, 
podcasts and personalisation
At the other end of the scale will be the inevitable rise 
in ephemeral content. SnapChat started it, Instagram 
copied it, and many others are now in on the game. For 
many brands this will be a challenge. Not only will it be 
yet another asset that their creative agency won’t want to 
make, but also many brands will find themselves struggling 
to establish a more relevant and authentic tone of voice. 
You can’t be corporate or salesy in an Instagram Story if 
you want Gen Z to care about you.

Where we also expect to see a more focused approach 
from clients will be around live content. It’s not new 
enough to earn its place on a comms plan against 
‘innovation’. But when appropriate and done well, it can be 
an effective marketing approach, as we showed with our 
Facebook Live activity for Dell on Black Friday where we 
announced doorbusters throughout the day, and sold out 
within minutes.

The podcast renaissance will no doubt continue in 
2018, spurred on perhaps by the growth in voice-
controlled devises. But where I see the most interesting 
developments are in the growth of dynamic, relevant and 
personalised content. Let’s not kid ourselves, the insights 
and technology to create highly targeted advertising 
messages have been around for years, but where certain 
brands and their agency partners have struggled to keep 
up, many tech companies and content creators will be 
champing at the bit to prove their capabilities.

You can’t be 
corporate or salesy 

in an Instagram 
Story if you want 

Gen Z to care about 
you
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PARTNERSHIPS

There is no hiding the fact that  
great partnerships can be challenging  
to create. 
It’s no mean feat successfully bringing together different 
brands, media owners, publishers and creators to develop 
something unique that builds both brand growth and 
audience reward.

The good news is that the hard work is definitely worth 
it. In fact, analysing You Gov Brand Index data across a 
wide range of categories, Mediacom has found that media 
partnerships can be up to twice as effective than traditional 
advertising at driving brand health metrics. Our evidence, 
as well as studies produced by people like Thinkbox and 
Channel 4, have helped to fuel a 40% growth in partnership 
billings across our client base in 2017.

Despite these positive results, it’s dangerous to assume 
that every partnership is guaranteed to succeed. Just 
because you can, doesn’t always mean you should. 

To ensure partnership success in the next few months, 
there are three key areas we should all focus on:

1. Focus on the right challenge

The most important question to ask is ‘why?’ Without 
a precise understanding of exactly why a partnership is 
needed, it’s impossible to deliver the right outcomes. It 
sounds obvious, but if you don’t get the challenge right 
from the start, you’re setting yourself up to fail.

To find the ‘why’, think proactively about the big challenges 
that could really make a difference to your business. What 
are the things keeping you awake at night that you aren’t 
already able to answer? 

Once you have the ‘why’, ensure you have the right 
measurements in place to track both long term brand 
metrics as well as short term ROI. KPI your partners on 
deliver this. 

2. Find the right partners

Make sure the partners you choose align with your brand 
purpose. Be single-minded about what you stand for and 
ensure that your partners help you grow. Single brand 
partnerships are highly effective at changing perception 
amongst defined audiences but multiple partnerships are 
more effective at driving fame.

Widen the net beyond the usual suspects. Look for the 
brands, events and organisations that play important 
roles in the lives of your consumers. For example, we’ve 
achieved game-changing results from partnering Shell with 
Waze, Nikon with Secret Escapes and Lucozade with TFL.

Build deep collaborations that provide value right across 
the business. Look for relationships that not only deliver 
above the line results but also impact across CRM 
channels, support in store and on pack activations and 
even enhance employee engagement.

3. Use real insight to make  
the difference

Use data to fuel insights with real, 
practical applications. Doing that can 
require new thinking. For example, for 
Sport England and This Girl Can, we 
found women who had lapsed from 
their exercise regimes by using Spotify 
data to identify people who had set 
up and then not used their Running 
playlists. 

Use partners to connect your insight 
to a ’twist’ in brand behaviour that 
differentiates what you are saying and 
makes people notice.

Build ideas based on what people want 
and need not just what you want to tell 
them. Offer a clear value exchange. 

“The danger for all of us is to fall 
into the trap of believing that all 
partnership work is guaranteed to 
succeed. Just because you can, 
doesn’t always mean you should.”
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SPORT & ENTERTAINMENT 

Disruption continued across the Sport & Entertainment 
partnership landscape in 2017, and 2018 will be no 
different. 

This disruption will include exciting growth in eSports, 
women’s and disability sports along with the ‘scheduled’ 
disruption of the year’s two largest global sporting events 
- the Winter Olympics in PyeongChang in February and the 
FIFA World Cup in June 2018. 

Sport & Entertainment 
will continue to 

grow and grow at a 
faster rate than the 
advertising industry 

as a whole

Continued growth 
forecast
Sport & Entertainment will continue 
to grow and grow at a faster rate than 
the advertising industry as a whole. 
The sector’s growth is expected to 
exceed 4% in 2018, totalling £49bn 
globally. This will continue a trend 
which has seen steady and similar 
growth (+4% vs -4.5%) since 2009. 

Sport partnerships will still account 
for just over 70% of the total market, 
followed by entertainment (music) at 
10% and cause and charitable related 
partnerships at 7%. Whilst sport will 
continue to drive the growth, cause 
and charitable related partnerships 
saw the highest growth across the 
category in 2017 at 4.7%. Social 
responsibility will continue to become 
more prevalent and impactful in 
partnerships. Sport organisations will 
benefi t from readymade corporate 
social responsibility and grass-roots 
programmes which brands will 
be able to leverage with limited 
resources and costs. 

Growing role for content owners
2018 will see content owners taking control of their 
content and demanding a larger share of the conversation. 

Sport clubs, athletes, music stars and intellectual property 
owners or rights holders will need to be treated like 
content owners. A football club will need to be briefed in 
the same way that Sky Sports, C4, Facebook and YouTube 
are briefed. They have exclusive access to content which 
consumers crave and importantly engage with. Brands 
must capitalise on this shift within the market, while rights 
holders should adopt fl exible, shorter-term ways of working 
as they look to maximise their owned content. Brands must 
not allow archaic rights holders to sell badging rights. We 
have moved on! 

eSports is a great example of the above. Whilst eSports 
is effectively a highly targeted partnership buy, the market 
hasn’t been able to commercialise its growing following 
and dwell time. eSports gamers are gaming for over 
nine hours per week and watching 30+ hours of gaming 
content on Twitch or other gaming channels. This offers 
brands an excellent opportunity to capitalise on a highly 
engaged audience if they can strategically identify the right 
partnership channel. 

Seek diversity
Brands will need to diversify their plans to capitalise on 
great value for money partnership opportunities across all 
Sport & Entertainment platforms, particularly in eSports, 

women’s sport, and disability sports which are offering 
brands a less cluttered environment. Brands should adopt 
a less tribal, multi-club content strategy rather than a 
polarising, one-club badging exercise. Brands which do this 
will see greater impact in markets which aren’t currently 
cluttered and align themselves with the growing popularity 
of these sports. 

Technological disruptions
Technology will continue to disrupt and develop the industry. 

The Nike NBA Connected Jersey has kick-started plans for 
all merchandise to become connected, letting brands and 
organisations serve personalised and relevant content to 
end users – the fans. 

Sports fans will continue to demand highlights and updates 
in real time, even for events not broadcast live. 

English Premier League (EPL) rights will be settled in 
2018 for the 2019 -2022 cycle, providing greater access 
for fans domestically and internationally. Across all sport 
we will continue to see Over-The-Top (OTT) platforms 
competing with traditional broadcasters for rights – this will 
undoubtedly apply to the EPL in 2018. 

With the right advice, 2018 will bring brands with a 
clear strategy more accountability and impact from their 
partnership investments. 

29
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EVENTS & EXPERIENTIAL

We’ll see facial recognition technology 
used more frequently to measure 
consumers’ emotions when they’re 
attending an event. This will provide 
measurement on an emotional 
level that has not previously been 
possible. 

Virtual reality is already a 
considerable force and will continue 
to dominate. Consumers will 
increasingly be able to experience 
small and large scale events and 
experiences, at any time, from 
any location, in any form. Last 
year, Fanta’s The 13th Floor VR 
Halloween experience in Thorpe 
Park and Westfield let consumers 
enter a crashed lift and experience a 
frightening virtual journey to the 13th 
floor to attend a Halloween party. 

Experiences will draw more deeply on 
technology in similar ways to entice 
guests to engage with their brand 
and cut through competitive live 
experience. 

Virtual reality 
is already a 

considerable force 
and will continue to 

dominate

Bring me brand experiences
The demand for authentic and immersive 
experiences that take consumers 
into other worlds or places will grow 
significantly this year. Brands will look to 
create experiences like the Jack Daniel’s 
‘Meeting Place’ where guests won tickets 
to a Tennessee-themed pop-up with live 
music, classic whiskey cocktails and 
southern barbecued food. Jack Daniels 
collaborated with the London Cocktail 
Club, Zelman Meats and Mother Clucker 
with events in London, Birmingham and 
Glasgow. The experience brought the 
Honky Tonk-style clubs and bustling bars 
of Nashville to vivid life for people here 
in the UK. Experiences of this kind will 
allow consumers to really participate with 
brands and create a powerful emotional 
relationship. 

Whether creating an immersive experience 
through technology or bringing to life 
another world with incredible set dressing 
and production, it’s going to be a truly 
exciting year for brand experiences. 

Tech will be first  
at the party 
This year, artificial intelligence along 
with augmented reality and facial 
recognition will all become much 
more relevant to events. They will be 
used not only to enhance events but 
also on occasion to take the leading 
role.  
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INFLUENCER MARKETING

Influencers’ influence growing
Consumers’ engagement with digital channels is growing, 
at the expense of traditional media. In this brave new 
digital world, ‘influencers’ are becoming the mouthpiece 
rather than reporters and news names.

For brands, influencers can act as effective ‘word of mouth 
channels’, adding credibility to their offering, helping to cut 
through competitive clutter and bypass ad blockers.

75% of marketers allocated budget to influencer marketing 
in 2017, and over 40% will increase their spend in 20181. 

Those already incorporating influencers into their 
customers’ journeys will invest more in influencer activity 
beyond just marketing – in areas such as customer service, 
direct sales, etc.

Delivering results
Influencer marketing is working, across a range of sectors.

Marketers like L’Oreal (‘Beauty Squad’), Mango 
(#MangoGirls) and Matches Fashion (‘Shop With’) 
have been enjoying great success using infuencers to 
promote their garments. Travel business Contiki has used 
influencer marketing for five years through its #RoadTrip 
series. From one Asia campaign alone, Contiki saw 175% 
increase in owned YouTube audience and 25% increase in 
online traffic2. 

MediaCom is active in influencer marketing, and we’ve 
used it for a number of clients. For example, to help Fanta 
connect with teens, we enlisted established YouTube 
influencer Joe Tasker and guests to host a weekly 
show streamed live on Facebook. The show delivered 

4.2M+ views, 50k+ social engagements, 3.7M display 
impressions and 11.9M impressions on the promotion’s 
Twitter hashtag3. 

To connect PlayStation with young gamers, we created 
branded GIFs and promoted them in a dedicated video 
featuring some of the UK’s best-known YouTube gamers. 
These influencers helped drive over 35,000 users to the 
promotional Giphy page.

Measurement techniques changing
As influencer marketing budgets grow we’re seeing a move 
towards more strategic and holistic approaches, instead of 
a focus on short-term transactional engagements. 

Measuring ROI and the effectiveness of individual 
influencers in purely monetary terms is challenging, 
especially without knowing how much of your influencer 
investment is going in agents’ fees. As a result, campaigns 
are being assessed on a wider range of metrics – for 
example, number of views, engagements, sentiment, 
average view duration etc. 

75% of marketers 
allocated budget to 
influencer marketing 

in 2017, and over 40% 
will increase their 
spend in 20181 

Credibility taking focus
Many consumers now consider influencers to be the ‘new 
celebrities’. But fame comes with high expectations – and 
often, at a cost. 

Last year a number of high profile influencers were 
scrutinised for questionable opinions (some dug up in 
past posts, some very current) and perceptions they were 
exploiting their fans (especially with sales of over-priced but 
low-quality products, for example). Expect to see greater 
emphasis on influencer credibility in 2018.

New visual technologies supporting 
influencer activity
Consumers increasingly expect to talk to influencers 
directly and get to know them better. That’s something 
today’s vast array of new visual technologies will facilitate 
in 2018 and beyond.

For example, using Augmented Reality, influencers will be 
able to deliver ‘personal’ experiences without having to be 
physically present. 

Expect to see more live experiences such as meet-ups, talk 
shows, staged events and personalised campaigns where 
influencers can interact with their followers in new ways.

Driving improved content quality 
As social media algorithms create new challenges, 
and video and podcasts become dominant information 
channels, it will become increasingly important to produce 
high quality content. 

Brands will need to find ways to set aside their struggles 
with a lack of creative control and take collaborative 
working to a whole new level to deliver exciting, content-led 
campaigns.

The rise of ‘micro influencers’
2017 saw a big shift towards so-called micro-influencers, 
a trend that will almost certainly continue this year. Micro-
influencers (smaller scale influencers, generally those with 
less than 100k followers) offer brands opportunities to 
dip their toe into influencer marketing, and to spread the 
perceived risk of doing so. They also offer ways to create 
simple, often highly cost-effective social content. 

2018 will see a growth in the many micro-influencer 
platforms such as Whalar, Takumi, Tribe and Buzzoole.

How will influencer marketing evolve and how quickly can 
brands keep up? That will remain the biggest question for 
2018. One thing is certain – as influencers increase fees 
and brands increase their budgets, there will be a greater 
need for a data driven approach from agencies, as well as 
more detailed results-driven accountability from influencers.

1 http://www.business2community.com/marketing/4-stats-prove-influencer-
marketing-worth-investment-01853058#jyyEUltsRxHebsuv.99
2 https://blog.hootsuite.com/influencer-marketing/ 
3 MediaCom case study
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PAID SOCIAL

Continued scrutiny, more robust quality measures and a greater accountability is needed in the social sector in 2018. 

Quality and accountability
Last year was a challenging year for Digital generally and 
Social specifically and both are still riding the storm that 
came with brand safety, viewability and fake news. What 
has proved significant thus far this year is that the major 
digital players under the microscope as household brands 
in their own right have been catapulted out onto the world 
stage with press coverage going well beyond the core 
advertising concerns we faced last year. The year ahead 
will see little change in this intense and increased scrutiny, 
and rightly so. Customers have never had more information 
about their data; how it is stored, how it is used and what 
control they can exercise than at this moment in time. With 
GDPR around the corner, this global wake-up call can only 
be a good thing for individuals. 

Arguably what should now emerge is a more accountable 
sector. There is, however, no room for rose tinted glasses; 
we’re not there yet, but 2018 is already shaping up to be a 
year of increased regulation, improved 3rd party verification, 
media owner accountability, better controls for advertisers 
and users alike and a move away from the traditional race 

to the bottom of the CPM barrel with a greater emphasis 
on user experience and quality inventory. 

Social messaging: more than an 
innovation tickbox 
2018 will be a turning point for social messaging. Pinterest 
will be launching their own messaging product which will 
allow users to view Pins directly within their Facebook 
Messenger app Instagram Direct is starting to scale, 
capitalising on the success Facebook have seen in this 
space and encourage direct sharing within their user base 
and the latter have introduced a new format in the US 
which will allow advertisers to send people directly from 
newsfeed into WhatsApp. In the UK market, we’re not quite 
at the lofty heights of WeChat integrations in the Asian 
markets, but this year Messenger will become more than a 
tick box in the innovation column. It is now a viable option 
for chatbots, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
opportunities and paid media opportunities are growing at 
a rate of knots. With Facebook’s January algorithm update 
announcement, social messaging will certainly need a seat 
at the table this year.

2018 will be a 
turning point 

for social 
messaging

All the social platforms 
are leveraging video as 
a fundamental part of 
their 2018 strategies

Diversifying the user 
experience 
Huge diversification from traditional 
newsfeed environments awaits us 
in 2018, capitalising on the now 
established full screen, totally 
immersive mobile ad units pioneered 
by Snap and successfully adopted 
and adapted in the form of Facebook 
Canvas and Instagram Stories. A 
huge part of the shift to these kind 
of formats has been video. All the 
social platforms are leveraging video 
as a fundamental part of their 2018 
strategies; video as a standalone 
format, video as a full screen 
story telling tool, video as part of 
a sponsorship package, exclusive 
video, live video, UGC video, original 
content video, long-form video, lean-
in video, snackable video, pre-roll 
video, mid-roll video; the list goes 
on. The difference this year is in the 
increasing shift from being served 
video in an in-feed environment to 
giving the user more control to search 
and discover video content on their 
own terms. Snap have had success 
in this area already and Facebook 
are in the process of commissioning 
a large amount of original content 
and making strides within ‘Watch’ 
in an attempt to rival the likes of 
YouTube and Netflix; understanding 
and learning how users adapt to this 
new approach will be an interesting 
development this year.

In the box
2018 will be a turning point for social 
media users, the way they use their 
preferred platform and the data they 
choose to share.
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PROGRAMMATIC

Quality first
Last year, Programmatic presented key questions and 
challenges around the quality of media available in the 
digital ecosystem. This trend will continue in 2018 with 
viewabilty and brand safety staying front of mind. 

Quality cannot be achieved through technology alone. 
Relationships are equally as important.  It is the strength 
of relationship with both tech and media partners that will 
deliver quality at scale.  

Industry initiatives, such as Ads.txt, have highlighted the 
need for the programmatic leaders to come together to 
drive best practice across the market. There will be a 
continued push to further establish routes to quality across 
tech, media and data.

Trading models continue to evolve
Back in the early 2010’s RTB was everything in 
Programmatic. Whilst this architecture will always be 
central to the continued growth, there are other routes to 
market that are just as necessary and providing a more 
secure route for brand spend. Private Market Place (PMP’s) 
and guaranteed buys through Programmatic platforms will 
transition from an option to the core route to buy in 2018.  
All of which supports our continued drive to quality across 
Programmatic buys.

Consistent consumer IDs and ‘people-
based marketing’
The cookie has been the backbone of digital for a long 
time and will continue to be so for a while yet. However, 
consumers don’t just use one device when online and this 
will be the year that a consistent consumer ID will make for 
more effective planning and execution of Programmatic. 

This could be achieved through avenues like Google, [M] 
Platform, a DMP or others such as the Advertising ID 
Consortium. The process could also see wider partnerships 
made on both the supply and demand side. These will 
involve those willing to share data and IDs (sourced, stored 
and shared correctly) who see real benefits in having an 
increased insight into consumers, and increased scale in 
those available to target.

“Programmatic constantly evolves 
to answer key challenges, whether 
delivering new capabilities or helping fix 
existing problems.”

There will be acronyms
Cynics have in the past described Programmatic’s role 
in the industry as a random generator of acronyms and 
confusing terms. DSP, SSP, RTB, Ads.txt, 1st Price/ 2nd 
price auctions, DMP, PMP, Deal ID, Floor price are just some 
examples. 

While this year will be no different, our reputation for 
creating acronyms springs from the best intentions. 
Programmatic constantly evolves to answer key challenges, 
whether delivering new capabilities or helping fix existing 
problems. However, when it comes to acronyms and terms, 
we as an industry must sort the wheat from the chaff. They 
must be in focus and deliver clear outcomes. 

And that’s before we even mention AI which has already 
been widely adopted across programmatic technologies in 
2017.

Programmatic everywhere
Programmatic will continue to be the backbone of its 
historically successful channels such as display, VoD, 
native and others. However, this year expect big strides to 
be made into more traditional channel. 2018 will be the 
year we’ll see true multi-channel Programmatic.  

Programmatic is going to bring even more opportunities in 
this multi-channel world, it’s served it’s apprenticeship in 
display and now it’s time for it to grow up. We are proud 
that MediaCom’s DOOH trading desk is already leading this 
charge.
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SEO

We predict important changes in SEO over the next few months, with UX, AMP, AI and voice all set to play a much 
bigger role. Here’s what we’re excited about… 

UX and SEO will be more closely aligned
Google has always said it wants to offer the best possible 
user experience. Delivering this is going to get harder. 
What constitutes a good user experience will become more 
complicated and more specific to each industry, brand and 
content objective. 

We will be moving further away from audit checklists to look 
deeper into what type of content engages and converts so 
that we can gain a deeper understanding of why it works.

Working collaboratively with UX teams will become 
increasingly critical and the UX of your website will be 
imperative to help keep users actively engaged with 
content.

A big part of UX is website performance which is even more 
important since Google officially announced the ‘Speed 
Update’. Starting in July 2018, page speed (how fast your 
website loads) will officially be a ranking factor for mobile 
searches.

Source: https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/data-measurement/mobile-page-speed-new-industry-benchmarks/ 
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Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP)
It’s impossible to over-emphasise the importance of page 
load speed. Brands should be looking to utilise every 
go-faster opportunity to improve, including browser caching 
and image optimisation to boost content load speed on 
mobile and technical enhancements such as Accelerated  
Mobile Pages (AMP), which let you create web pages that 
load near instantaneously and help improve your mobile 
users’ experience.

AMP are HTML pages designed to 
be super lightweight and very fast 
loading. They are only available on 
mobile devices and they display 
within a carousel above the 
fold. 

AMP gives publishers and 
retailers the opportunity 
to be visible for users 
at the very top of the 
search engine result 
page. 

According to research by 
Forrester Consulting, the 
business case for speeding up 
your website with AMP is very 
compelling - in some cases  
you can expect payback within  
six months. 

POSITIVE IMPACTS INCLUDE: 

• 20% increase in sales conversion rate

•  AMP pages performing positively for e-commerce  
and news publishers who both said that there was  
a 60% increase in visitors, and those people spent 
twice as long on the site

https://www.ampproject.org

‘Position Zero’ is the new no.1
Google launched the machine-learning component of their 
algorithm in 2015 and, as it keeps getting smarter, search 
results and ranking factors will keep evolving.

Google’s decision to choose an AI chief as the new Head 
of Search indicates their direction. As they work towards 
their long term goal of providing the ‘One True Answer’, we 
will see more Featured Snippets, Answer Boxes, Knowledge 

Graph Panels and other extended search 
result page features that try to answer 

queries within the page. 

These extended features significantly 
impact the CTRs of traditional organic 

search results below them which 
means the SEO challenge this 

year will increasingly be about 
getting above position 1, into 
the Featured Snippets, Answer 
Boxes, Knowledge Panels 
and into what’s being called 

‘Position Zero’.

Amazon and marketplace 
optimisation will become 

essential for retailers
Retailers selling online in 2018 should 

consider ecommerce and marketplace optimisation across 
Amazon and other vertical marketplaces to improve their 
visibility and performance.

Amazon is increasingly becoming the first stop for retail 
search. Approximately 90% of consumers will check 
Amazon, even if they find a product they want on another 
retailer’s website (Bloomreach - State of Ama¬zon 2016 - 
2,000 U.S. consumers) or in store.
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SEARCH

Changes across many fronts
It’ll be a busy year in Search with changes on many fronts - 
from ongoing developments in audience segmentation and 
targeting to further growth in search behaviour analysis, 
potential user resistance to the new AdWords interface and 
more. 

Here are eight major trends we see: 

Audience segmentation will keep evolving

Audience segmentation will remain the dominant theme 
in Search. Strategies will continue to evolve as targeting 
becomes increasingly refined. 

Keywords remain a key element of a paid search account, 
but the clever use of audience signals – from distinguishing 
returning website users from existing customers to 
identifying those searching on mobiles etc. – has been 
proving successful. For example, using the Google AdWords 
In-market Audiences feature for improved access to 
predefined audience groups. These techniques will be 
further developed and enhanced through 2018 to support 
a variety of goals from cutting wastage to more tightly 
customising communications by audience segment.

Growth in search behaviour analysis

Search behaviour analysis has been proving incredibly 
powerful - for example, in determining what website content 
should be created or which navigation options are most 
relevant to mobile phone users. 

Marketers in 2018 will increasingly seek new ways to 
feed search behaviour data into platforms like Facebook. 
Mixing in data from new sources will enable richer audience 
targeting, above and beyond what could be achieved by 
relying on a single media owner’s targeting capabilities.

Voice Search demanding attention

Voice Search had a high profile last year, and it will be 
important to consider its growing adoption in practical 
marketing terms. For example, are there indeed enough 
points of differentiation between text-based and voice 
searches to justify different strategies and account set-ups? 
Or, more fundamentally, is the ease of voice search creating 
incremental searches that brands can take advantage of?

Search behaviour 
analysis has been proving 

incredibly powerful 

Automation getting smarter

Automation can easily be misunderstood as “machines 
now completing tasks humans used to be responsible 
for”, therefore allowing search professionals to lean 
back and relax. In truth, it’s no longer possible to run a 
successful search campaign without tapping into forms of 
automation. That’s due to the complexity of set-ups, the 
variety of audience signals to react to and the 24/7 nature 
of searches. 

Whilst automation already extends to areas like 
performance reporting and bid management, 2018 will 
see more developments - for example, by having systems 
learn over time to improve the precision of predictive bid 
management or keyword-less targeting via dynamic search 
ads (DSA).

New formats altering Search Engine Result Pages 
(SERP) environment

The look of search engine result pages (SERPs) is 
evolving every year. Google and Microsoft particularly are 
continuously launching new ad extensions to enrich the 
user experience. We expect this trend to continue in 2018, 
with a particular focus on visuals – in line with the dominant 
positioning of Google Shopping Ads. 

Amazon becoming a serious player  
for product search

In overall search volumes Google’s dominance has been 
taken for granted.  However, Amazon is now becoming a 
serious threat, at least for searches relating to product 
purchases. Its growing paid listing service, Amazon 
Marketing Services (AMS), which lets retailers steer users 
searching within the Amazon environment to their Amazon 
shop pages, may divert even more paid search media 
spend from Google. 

New AdWords interface meeting  
potential resistance

Google AdWords has been around since 2000. The platform 
has seen various makeovers through the years but the 
new user interface, closely aligned with Google products 
like Data Studio and designed for a multi-screen world, 
is a major change. Whilst new UI features are being well 
received, some other functions are not being transferred. As 
a result, many search professionals are reverting to the old 
view. This won’t be an option soon, once the full rollout is 
complete in 2018.

Mobile and Attribution remaining on the agenda

It’s been at least five years since mobile became a major 
agenda point in PPC and its importance has not decreased. 
With mobile’s share of searches still growing, marketers 
must be specifically catering for users searching on 
smartphones. Practical implications range from selecting 
the most relevant ad extensions to reviewing the average 
landing page load time on 3G. 

Attribution will also continue to be talked about, and not 
only because many brands still rely on the last-click model. 
Marketers will be seeking to master data-driven attribution 
measurement and subsequent strategy changes which 
will push media performance past the siloed, last-click 
approach.
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AFFILIATE MARKETING

tBreathing life into affiliate marketing
Affiliate Marketing is often criticised for its manual and 
almost archaic processes. That’s mainly because it 
remains one of the few industries still heavily reliant 
on people-to-people relationships. However, this year 
could be a big year for automation in the industry with 
the emergence of innovative tech companies such as 
Increasingly and Revlifter. 

Increasingly are looking to bring dynamic product bundling 
to e-commerce. Using Artificial Intelligence (AI) they can 
make on-site product recommendations to consumers, 
in real time, based on existing website behaviour. This 
will allow brands to add an Amazon-esque product 
recommendation engine to drive add-on sales from the web 
visitors they’ve worked so hard to attract.

Revlifter is being touted as the big disruptor in the voucher 
code market and could be one of the most controversial 
new technologies we’ll see this year. Their technology 
identifies customers’ behaviour on advertisers’ owned 
websites. So for example if a customer abandons a site 
to look for a voucher code, they will be pulled back into a 
voucher portal that is owned and curated by the advertiser 
themselves. The voucher codes displayed will support the 
advertiser’s business needs, whether they be increasing 
basket sizes or upselling/cross-selling.

Harnessing the growing power of 
Chinese expat consumers 
Singles Day, which comes round each year on 11th 
November, is the world’s biggest shopping day. So why have 
barely any UK consumers (or businesses) heard of it? 

In 2017, consumers spent a whopping $25.3 billion on this 
day alone, creating a world record-breaking e-commerce 
event1. In comparison, Black Friday and Cyber Monday 
combined (in 2016) drove a relatively miserly $7.9 billion2. 

How can UK marketers get a slice of this huge opportunity? 

If UK marketers are considering targeting Chinese expats 
in the UK, they need to bear in mind that there are a 
handful of key publishers to leverage. These publishers 
champion Singles Day and work to bring UK brands into 
expats’ mindsets, resulting in growing interest and revenue 
each year. However, last year saw many newcomers not 
normally focused on Chinese expats trying to muscle in on 
the action, with publishers such as MyVoucherCodes and 
Quidco sending out Singles Day newsletters. 

We will no doubt see Singles Day becoming a growing focus 
of brands’ and retailers’ Q4 strategies. The earlier you get 
involved, the better it could be for your brand. 

1 https://www.forbes.com/sites/helenwang/2017/11/12/alibabas-singles-day-by-the-numbers-a-record-25-billion-haul/ 
2 https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-black-friday-3305710 
3 https://www.chinaskinny.com/blog/infographic-2017-singles-day/ 

Increasingly are 
looking to  

bring dynamic product 
bundling  

to e-commerce
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